SUID-AFRIKAANSE POLISIEDIENS

SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE SERVICE

PARKVIEW SAPS

Greetings to the Parkview CPF executive and everybody present, I
am very thankful to be given the privilege and opportunity to partake
in this important meeting. So part of my role today is to reflect on
the year gone and the new year going forward… As we move into
2021 and the close of the year, when we are all feeling a tad weary
but there is a spark igniting at the thought of some annual leave over
festive season.
The 2019/2020 financial year has been challenging and exciting at
the very same time. There has been overall Crime Reduction over
two financial years in succession 2018/2019 and 2019/2020.
It worth mentioned that above mentioned data was collected
accurately using our policing measuring tools which is our Efficiency
Index and Crime Administration System (CAS)
When analysing, we have seen that although we have reduced total
Crime picture there are still stubborn Contact Crimes like Common
Robberies, Theft of Motor Vehicles and Theft out of Motor Vehicles.
In order to address these challenges we have decided to intensify our
disruptive operations, mobilisation of community involvement,
multi-disciplinary approach which involve our security companies in
our policing precinct and identify and raid drug posts.

In terms of BATHO PELE Principles INTER ALIA we talk about
Consultation and Access which inform us about the relevance and
the importance of the CPF structure.
This has also led to realisation that crime combating strategies
cannot be successfully if Implementation thereof is done in silo.
Community Policing Forum, is an influential partner in the fight
against crime and the reduction of crime has also been archived
because of immense contribution and dedication of our members,
stake holders in Parkview policing precinct.
In Terms of Annual Operational Plan 2020/2021 financial year for
Parkview SAPS we intend to address our challenges by applying 6
pillars of the Provincial priorities:
• Reduction high level of crime
• Dealing with drugs
• High visibility
• Arresting of wanted criminals
• Community mobilization
• Development and empowerment of members

I must concede that there has been overwhelming complaints
against the police in terms of service delivery. We then developed
Service Delivery Improvement Action Plan that seeks to address all
challenges.

We intend to improve our working relationship with other relevant
stake holders in our policing precinct.

We acknowledge and thank Parkview Community Forum (CPF) for
conducting community survey that has already helped us to access
the level of quality of our services that we are rendering to the
communities.

Lastly we thank our Communities for there efforts and the CPF for
championing those initiative by being the present partners during
the outbreak of COVID19. Your efforts have been seen and truly
noticed. So we need to do more together. We need a collective
louder voice. We need to take risks. We need to show the power of
what we can do. I thank you.

